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1 Introduction

Nuclear fragmentation was discovered in cosmic rays 60 years ago [1, 2] as a puzzling
phenomenon in which nuclear fragments are emitted from collisions of relativistic
protons with various targets. The observed fragments were heavier than a particles
but lighter than fission fragments. Now, they are commonly called Intermediate
Mass Fragments (IMF, 3 < Z < 20). Later on, in the fifties, this phenomenon
was first observed in accelerator experiments [3] and then studied leisurely for three
decades. The situation has been changed dramatically after 1982 when multiple
emission of IMF's was discovered in the 12C (1030 MeV) irradiation of emulsion
at the CERN synchrocyclotron [4]. These findings stimulated the development of
many theoretical models to put forward an attractive idea that copious production
of IMF's may be related to a liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter [5, 7, 8, 9].
A recent survey of multifragmentation can be found in Ref. [10].

About a dozen sophisticated experimental devices were created to investigate this
process by using heavy ion beams, which are well suited for producing extremely
hot systems. But in the case of heavy projectiles, nuclear heating is accompanied by
compression, fast rotation and shape distortion which may cause dynamic effects in
the multi-fragment disintegration and it is not easy to disentangle all these effects
and extract information on the thermodynamic properties of hot nuclear systems.
The situation becomes more transparent if light relativistic projectiles are used. In
this case, dynamic effects are expected to be negligible. Another advantage is that
all the fragments are emitted by a single source: a slowly moving target remainder.
Its excitation energy might be almost entirely thermal. Light relativistic projectiles
provide therefore a unique possibility to study "thermal multifragmentation".

The time scale of the IMF emission is a crucial question for understanding this
decay mode: Is it a "slow" sequential process of independent emission of IMF's or
is it a new (multibody) decay mode with "simultaneous" ejection of fragments gov-
erned by the total accessible phase space? Only the latter process is usually called
"multifragmentation". "Simultaneous" emission means that all fragments are liber-
ated during a time smaller than the characteristic one TC SB 10~21 S [11], which is
the mean time for the Coulomb acceleration of fragments. During this time the IMF
emission is not independent, but IMF's interact via Coulomb forces and are accel-
erated after freeze-out in a common electric field. The measurement of the emission
time Tem of IMF's (i.e., the mean time between two successive fragment emissions)
is a direct way to answer the question about the nature of the multifragmentation
phenomenon. The analysis of the IMF-IMF correlation function with respect to
the relative velocity and also to the relative angle are two procedures for extracting
information about the emission time.

By now it has been shown that thermal multifragmentation indeed takes place in
collisions of light relativistic projectiles (p, p, 3He, 4He, TT~ ) with a heavy target and
that fragments are emitted from an expanded, excited residue after an expansion



driven by the thermal pressure [6, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17]. Deduced from the IMF-IMF
correlation data, the fragment emission time is less than 100 fin/c. This value is
considerably smaller than the characteristic Coulomb time. Thus, the trivial mech-
anism of multiple IMF emission (independent fragment evaporation) is excluded
[15, 18, 19].

In this paper we present results of the experimental study of the multifrag-
ment emission induced by relativistic helium and carbon ions and compare them
with our data [13] obtained for p+Au collisions. The measured fragment multiplic-
ities, energy, charge and angular distributions are analyzed in the framework of the
combined approach: Cascade Model followed by the Statistical Multifragmentation
Model. Emphasis is put on the question of thermalization and on a study of a
transition from a pure statistical process to a behavior showing dynamical effects.

2 The Experiment

2.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed with the beams from the .JINR synchrophasotron in
Dubna using the modified [20] 47r-sctup FASA [21]. The device consists of two main
parts : First, five AE (ionization chambers) x E (Si)-telescopcs, which serve as a
trigger for the read-out of the system allowing measurement of the charge and energy
distributions of IMF's at different angles. They are located at 9 = 24°, 68°, 87°, 112°
and 156° to the beam direction and together cover a solid angle of 0.03 sr. Second,
the fragment multiplicity detector (FMD) consisting of 64 CsI(Tl) counters (with
thicknesses around 30 mg-cm~2) which covers 89% of 4TT. The FMD gives the number
of IMF's in the event and their spatial distribution. Thin polycrystalline CsI(Tl)
films are prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation on 2 mm plexiglass backings,
which are shaped as hexagons or pentagons. The light is transported onto photo-
multipliers of type FEU-110 by hollow metal tubes using diffuse inflection. Using
such lightguides instead of solid ones made from plexiglass significantly reduces the
background caused by beam halo (up to a level of several percent). Background
was continuously controlled by means of a double-gate mode in processing the pho-
tomultiplier pulses. The scintillator faces were covered by aluminized Mylar (0.2
mg-cm~2) to exclude light cross talk.

A self-supporting Au target 1.5 mg/cm2 was located in the center of the FASA
vacuum chamber (~ 1 m in diameter). The following beams are used: protons at,
energies of 2.16, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV, 4He at energies of 4 and 14.6 GeV and I2C at
22.4 GeV. The average beam intensity was 7-108 p/spill for protons and helium and
1 • 108 p/spill for carbon projectiles with a spill length of 300 iris and a spill period
of 10 s.



2.2 Analysis of Fragment Multiplicity

Using the FMD array, the associated IMF multiplicity distribution WA(M,\) is mea-
sured in events triggered by a fragment in at least one of the telescopes. The
triggering probability is proportional to the multiplicity M of the event (primary
IMF multiplicity). Hence, the contribution of events with higher multiplicities in
WA{MA) is enhanced. This is a reason why WA{MA) should differ from the pri-
mary multiplicity distribution W(M). Another reason is that the FMD efficiency
is less than 100% and depends on the detection threshold of scintillator counters
being adjusted in such a way as to reduce the admixture of particles witJi Z < 2 in
the counting rate of IMF's up to the level < 5%. These distributions are mutually
related via the response matrix of the FAS A setup Q(MA, M) :

WA{MA)= Y, Q(MA,M)-W(M) . (1)
M=MA + l

The response matrix includes the triggering probability, which is proportional to M.
and the probability of detecting (in the FMD) MA fragments among the remaining
M — 1 fragments. The latter probability is described by the binomial distribution
and one gets

M) = MAKMi-MAy.e 0 0 (2)

with a detection efficiency e.
The FMD efficiency e was calibrated as described in Ref. (20, 21]. We have the

possibility to control its value experimentally using IMF coincidences in the trigger
telescopes. From Eqs. (1) and (2) one finds the following relation between < M,.\ >
and the moments of the primary multiplicity distribution :

< MA > < M2 >
x ( 3 )

This expression gives the mean IMF multiplicity (without one) for events selected
by the trigger.

The right-hand side of this cxiuatiou can be obtained also from the coincidence
rate ni2 for IMF's in the triggering telescopes :

M

Here n\ is the counting rate in telescope 1, pi is the detection probability for a
coincident fragment, in the telescope 2.

The value of p-j is largely determined by the efficiency of the second telescope £2
but depends also on its position (02) and the relative; angle 0i2 : P2 = £2 -/(0i) 9^12)-
These last corrections arc found from measured angular distributions and relative



angle correlations. Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) one gets the following relation for
the FMD efficiency :

e =< MA > / - ^ _ . (5)

There are two options for obtaining the primary multiplicity distribution W(M)
from the measured one WA(MA). The first is to parameterize the W(M) distribu-
tion, to fold it with the experimental filter according to Eq. (1) and then to find
the parameterization parameters by fitting the result to the experimental distribu-
tion. This has been done assuming that W{M) is shaped like the Fermi function,
as motivated by calculations within the statistical multifragmentation model (see
below).

The second option is the direct reconstruction of W{M) using the inverse matrix
Q"1 (M,MA) •

M-\
W{M) = Y. Q'\M,MA) WA(MA) . (6)

Both procedures give rise to similar results. In Fig. 1 the multiplicity distributions
obtained for the gold target fragmentation by 14.6 GeV alphas and 22.4 GeV carbon
ions are compared to those for p(8.lGc.V) + An collisions. In these cases the mean
values < M > are always about 2.1 2.2 (see Table 1) being close to that obtained by
the ISIS group for 3He +Au collisions at 4.8 GeV [22]. Note, these values correspond
to the events with at least one IMF emitted. In this definition M is never less than 1.
The mean multiplicity for all the inelastic events is smaller by the factor (1 — P(0))
where P(0) is the probability of having no IMF in the collision.

The mean values of the IMF multiplicity can be obtained also from the counting
rates of coincidences for telescopes using the relation between < M2 > / < M > — 1
and < M > shown in Fig. 2. It was calculated for systems at different excitation
energies by the Statistical Multifragmentation Model (sec later) which reproduces
well the IMF multiplicity distributions as is seen in Fig. 1.

3 Model Calculations

The reaction mechanism for light relativistic projectiles is usually divided into two
steps. The first one consists of a fast energy-deposition stage, during which very
energetic light particles are emitted and a nuclear remnant (spectator) is excited.
The second one is a decay of the target spectator. The fast stage is usually described
in terms of a kinetic approach. We use a refined version of the intranuclear cascade
model [23] to get the distributions of nuclear remnants in charge, mass and exci-
tation energy. The second stage can be described by multifragmentation models.
The Statistical Multifragmentation Model (SMM) [24] and the Expanding Emitting
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Fig.2. The relation between the moments of the IMF-multiplicity distribution
according to SMM. The calculations (dots) have been made for different collision
systems.



Source model (EES) [25] are employed here. It will be discussed below (sections 4.2
and 4.3) whether the assumption of thermo-equilibrium behavior is justified.

3.1 Refined Cascade Model

The Refined Cascade Model (RC) is a version of the Quark-Gluon String Model
developed in Ref. [26] and extended towards intermediate energies in Ref. [27]. This
is a microscopic model which is based on the relativistic Boltzmann-type transport
equations and the string phenomenology of hadronic interactions. Baryons and
mesons belonging to the two lowest 517(3) multiplets along with their antiparticles
are included. The interactions between the hadrons are described by a collision
term, where the Pauli principle is imposed in the final states. This includes elastic
collisions as well as hadron production and resonance decay processes. The formation
time Tf = 1 fm/c for produced particles is incorporated. At moderate energies in
the limit TJ -+ 0, this treatment is reduced to the conventional cascade model [23].

Mean field dynamics is neglected in our consideration. However, we keep the
nuclear scalar potential to be defined for the initial state in the local Thomas-Fermi
approximation, changing in time only the potential depth according to the number of
knocked-out nucleons. This "frozen mean-field" approximation allows us to take into
account nuclear binding energies and the Pauli principle as well as to estimate the
excitation energy of the residual nucleus through excited particle-hole counting. This
approximation is good for hadron-nucleus or peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions
where there is no large disturbance of the mean field but it is questionable for
violent central collisions of heavy ions. However, in central collisions the fraction of
spectator matter is small and the available phase space for baryons is enlarged, so
the role of nuclear binding and the Pauli effect can be expected to decrease.

It is traditionally assumed that after completing the cascade stage the excited
residual nucleus stays in an equilibrium state. In general this is not evident. The RC
includes the possibility to describe the attainment of thermodynamical equilibrium
in terms of the pre-equilibrium (PE) exciton model [23, 28, 29]. During this equili-
bration process some pre-equilibrium particles may be emitted which will result in
the change of characteristics for a thermalized residual nuclei.

Typical results of the distributions of residual masses AR versus their excitation
energies ER in this model are shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 Statistical Multifragmentation Model

Within the SMM [24], the probability of equilibrium decay into the given channel is
proportional to its statistical weight. The break-up volume determining the Coulomb
energy of the system is a key parameter. It is taken as VJ, = (1 + k)A/p0, where
A is the mass number of the fragmenting nucleus, po is the normal nuclear density
and A; is a free parameter. In Refs. [12, 13, 18] we have shown that the break-
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up occurs at low density. To reach these density values it is assumed that the
system expands before the break-up. The primary fragments may be excited and
their deexcitation is taken into account to get final IMF distributions. Figure 4
shows the IMF multiplicity as a function of the excitation energy calculated for
k — 2 and k = 5 which corresponds to the freeze out densities about « 1/3 po
and 1/6 po, respectively. The calculations have been performed with the RC+SMM
combined model for 4He+Au collisions at 14.6 GeV. The fragment multiplicity rises
with excitation energy up to a maximum and then decreases due to vaporization
of the overheated system. This so-called "rise and fall" of multifragmentation is
well visible in the figure and was first demonstrated experimentally by the ALADIN
group for the collisions of 197Au at 600 MeV/nucleon with Al and Cu targets [30].

The choice of the break-up density only slightly influences < M >. The kinetic
energies of fragments are more affected because they are determined mainly by the
Coulomb field in the system depending noticeably on its size. The implementation
of a larger value of parameter (fc = 5) results in the underestimation of the fragment
kinetic energies compared to the data [31]. In further calculations we use k = 2
based on our analysis of the correlation data [18].

All calculations are performed hi an event-by-event mode.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Fragment multiplicity and excitation energy of the system

The mean IMF multiplicities, measured and calculated, are shown in Fig. 5 as a
function of the total beam energy for various projectiles. The data exhibit a sat-
uration in < M > for energies above ~ 6 GeV in good agreement with findings
of previous work [13, 32, 33]. This so-called limiting fragmentation may be caused
by a saturation of the residual excitation energy while the fragment multiplicity
is strongly energy dependent. Other possible reasons for the saturation effect are
discussed in [32].

The dashed line in Fig. 5 is obtained by means of the combined RC+SMM model.
The calculated mean multiplicities are significantly higher than the measured ones
except for the lowest beam energy. This fact indicates that the model overestimates
the residue excitation energy. May the pre-equilibrium light particle emission be
responsible for this discrepancy? The inclusion of the pre-equilibrium emission after
the cascade stage (RC+PE+SMM) results in a significant decrease of the excitation
energy of the fragmenting target spectator and reduces the mean IMF multiplicity
(dotted line in Fig. 5). However, the multiplicity reduction turns out to be too large
for Eproj < 8 GeV predicting < M > to be smaller than the measured ones. One
should note that though the calculated value of < M > for the p(8.1 GeV)+Au col-
lisions coincides with the experiment, the model-predicted fragment kinetic energies
in this approach are significantly lower than the measured ones, as shown in [13].
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Because the IMF energies are determined essentially by the Coulomb field of the
source, the RC+PE+SMM model underestimates the charge Z of a target residue.
In addition, at higher 4He-beam energies, the drop in excitation energy after the
pre-equilibrium emission is not even strong enough to get the observed fragment
multiplicities. All these facts may testify to another possible mechanism for the
energy loss before the IMF emission.

Calculations with the EES model [25] have been performed using the same char-
acteristics of the RC-remnants. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the obtained values
(RC+EES) of the mean fragment multiplicities are in accordance with the data
for the beam energies below 10 GeV, but there is a disagreement between theory
and experiment for higher energies.

We conclude that neither RC nor RC+PE are able to describe the properties of
the target spectator over a wide range of projectile energies. One should look for an
alternative approach.

An example of an empirical approach to this problem is given in paper [34] de-
voted to an analysis of the experimental data on multifragmentation in the reactions
of 197Au on C, Al, Cu and Pb targets at E/A=600 MeV. The parameterized rela-
tions (with 7 parameters) were developed to get the mass and energy distributions of
highly exited thermalized nuclear systems formed as the spectator parts of the col-
liding nuclei. This distribution was used as an input for the SMM calculations, and
parameters were adjusted to fit the experimental results on the IMF multiplicity dis-
tributions and their yield. It should be stressed that the suggested parameterization
is specific for the considered reaction.

In our approach we start with the results of the cascade calculation and modify
them empirically. In paper [35] the excitation energies of the cascade remnants have
been reduced by a factor a (see below) on an event-by-event basis keeping the mass
unchanged. It is motivated by a guess that the "frozen mean field" approximation
in the cascade calculation may result in an overestimation of the high energy tail
of the distribution. The mean IMF multiplicities obtained by this procedure are
in accordance with the data for p+Au collisions in the range of projectile energies
( 2-8 ) GeV.

At the next step of our analysis of the same reactions [13], the drop in excitation
energy is accompanied by a mass loss. This combination holds both for preequilib-
rium emission in the spirit of the exciton model [29] and for particle evaporation
during the expansion, as considered by the EES model [25].

In the present paper we follow the last approach. The excitation energies
of the residual nuclei AR given by the RC code are reduced by a fitting factor a to
get the excitation energy of a multifragmenting state EMF, «-e. EMF = ax £ $ c

. In other words, the drop in the excitation energy is equal to AE = (1 - a)E§c.
As is known from the cascade calculations, E^c is proportional to the nucleon loss
during the cascade AARC, so AE = (1 - a)eiAARC, where <n is a mean excitation
energy per ejected cascade nucleon. The loss in mass AA corresponding to the this
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drop in the excitation energy is A A — AE/e2, where e2 is the mean energy removed
by a nucleon. Assuming e2 « £1 one gets AA = (1 - a)AARC. We denote this
empirical combined model as RC+a+SMM.

In the earlier paper [13] for p+Au collisions, a simple relation could be applied

< MRC+SMM >

because the range of the excitation energies corresponded to the rising part of the
energy dependence of < M > shown in Fig. 4. However, due to the rise-and-fall effect
in < M >, this relation fails for heavier projectiles. For these systems the values
of a arc empirically adjusted to reproduce the measured mean IMF multiplicities.
The charge, mass and energy characteristics of fragmenting nuclei resulting from
this fitting procedure are presented in Table 1 for various colliding systems. The
corresponding values for the p+Au case differ slightly from those given in Ref. [13]
because a new cascade code is used here. The values of the a parameter can be
found in Table 1 by calculating the ratio £fi(RC+a+SMM)/E/j(RC+SMM) which
gives 0.93, 0.76 and 0.53 (for p+Au), 0.49 and 0.25 (for He+Au), 0.22 (for C+Au),
respectively.

As follows from the given values of the a parameter, a rather large decrease of
the residual excitation energy is required by this empirical procedure to reproduce
the observed saturation effect in < M > which is caused mainly by a saturation in
EMF- This is illustrated hi Fig. 6 which shows the population of events in the M -
EMF/A plane calculated in both the RC+SMM (left panel) and RC+a+SMM (right
panel) scenarios. According to the first approach the excitation energy distribution
is rather wide and populates states along both the rising and the falling parts of
the multiplicity curve. In the RC+a+SMM scenario the events are mainly situated
in the rising part hardly approaching the region of maximal values of the IMF
multiplicity that is in agreement with the measured data.

Note that the excitation energies of fragmenting nuclei given hi Table 1 are
thermal ones by definition. As it is shown in Chap. 4.3 for both C(22.4 GeV)+Au
and He(14.6 GeV)+Au collisions, the systems at break-up have also a collective
expansion energy, which is estimated to be ~100-130 MeV for both cases. The
total excitation energy, E"MF, for these cases is in fact larger by that value than the
values shown hi Table 1. This is taken into account in Fig. 7, which presents the
calculated values of the mean residual excitation energies and mass numbers. The
total excitation energy E*MF is slightly changing with increasing incident energy. At
the same time, the excitation energy per nucleon rises while the residual mass is
decreasing and the mean IMF multiplicity is almost constant.

It would be of interest to compare the extracted masses and excitation ener-
gies of fragmenting nuclei to those obtained by the EOS collaboration for Au(l
GeV/nucleon)+C collisions (in inverse kinematics) [36]. In this paper the mass and
energy balance relations are applied with use of the measured kinetic energies of all
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Einc
(GeV)

2.16

3.6

8.1

4.0

14.6

22.4

Proj

P

P

P

4He

4He

»c

Exper.

1.7±0.2

1.9±0.2

2.1±0.2

1.7±0.2

2.2±0.2

2.2±0.3

Calculations
MIMF

1.82
1.02
1.69
2.52
1.34
1.89
3.58
1.85
2.0

3.89
1.56
1.77
4.47
3.06
2.19
4.04
2.85
2.17

ZR

77
72

77
76
70
75

75
68
72

75

68
73

71

63
64

67

60
59

AR

189
176

188

187
171
184

183
167
176
184

167
177

173

153
154

163
146
139

ZMF

76
62
75
74

55
73
73
53
67

73
54

69
66

48
48

64
47
41

AMF

185

145
183

181
134

175

175
128
158

177

130
161

159
116
103

153
113
86

ER

310

119
288

371
148
282

488
177
259
484

176
238

723
377
183

924
638
207

EMF

589

266
564

676
385
568
808
462
529

836
428
502

1132
824
404

1216
1026
415

Model

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

RC+SMM
RC+PE+SMM
RC+a+SMM

Table 1: The calculated properties of nuclear remnants from proj + Au collisions.
The MIMF is the mean number of IMF's for events with at least one IMF and ZR,
AR, ER are the mean charge, mass number and excitation energy (in MeV), re-
spectively, averaged over all inelastic collisions, while similar quantities ZMF<
EMF are averaged only over residues decaying by IMF emission.
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the outgoing charged particles after separating from the prompt stage of the reac-
tion. The neutron contribution was taken into account on the basis of cascade and
statistical model simulations. The inclusive data were not presented there and only
the values, corresponding to the mean IMF multiplicity were used for the compari-
son. Our value of E*MF/AMF is close to that from Ref. [36] if the collective energy
is added. As to the mean mass AMF, the value obtained in the present work (« 90)
is remarkably lower, being caused by the larger mass loss induced by the projectile
with twice the energy.

Some examples of the excitation energy distributions are displayed in Fig. 8.
The IMF emission takes place on the tail of the distributions, therefore the mean
excitation of the fragmenting nuclei is much larger than that averaged over all the
target spectators.

In Fig. 9 the obtained energy E*MF is confronted with the values predicted by
the EES model [25]. The excitation energy after the cascade stage is taken as initial
one for the process of the energy (and mass) loss during the expansion of the system.
Data for p+Au collisions are close to the predicted values if the excitation energy
was corrected according to the above-discussed procedure, while in all the cases
for the 4He and 12C beams the EES model overestimates the excitation energy after
expansion. This may be a sign of a possible contribution of an additional mechanism
of the energy loss (e.g. pre-equilibrium emission).

4.2 Angular and charge distributions

Now let us consider the question of thermalization of the system at break-up. To
check how close the emitting system is to thermal equilibrium, the plot of the frag-
ment probability distribution in terms of the longitudinal-transverse velocity com-
ponents is presented in Fig. 10 for the 4He+Au and C+Au collisions. The sym-
bols correspond to the constant invariant cross sections taken for emitted carbon
fragments in the energy range above the spectral peak. The lines connecting exper-
imental points form circles demonstrating an isotropic emission in the frame of a
moving source indicating that the fragment emission proceeds from a thermalized
state. The center positions of the circles determine the source velocity, 0s<mrCe- The
mean values of 0aOurce are in the range of (0.01-0.02)c to be close to an estimate
within the RC+a-f SMM model for all the cases except 4He+Au at 4 GeV, where
calculations underestimate the source velocity. The calculated mean /3SOurce values
are 0.76 • 10~2, 1 • 10~2, 1.36 • 10~2 and 1.7 • 10~2 for p(8.1 GeV)+Au, 4He(4 GeV),
4He(14.6 GeV)+Au and C(22.4 GeV)+Au collisions respectively. The variation of
Psource with the IMF velocity, 0IMF is shown in Fig. 11.

The fragment angular distribution in the laboratory system exhibits a forward
peak caused by the source motion as shown in Fig. 12 for carbon fragments. The
data are well reproduced by the model calculations except for the helium beam
case at the lowest energy. The measured distribution here is more forward peaked
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Fig.9. The loss in the excitation energy during the expansion calculated by
RC+EES model (solid line) is compared with the empirically deduced drop. The
dashed line represent the initial energy (after RC stage). Points are data for proton
(dots), helium (squares) and carbon (triangle) beams.
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Fig. 10. Transverse versus longitudinal velocity plot for emitted carbon isotopes
produced in 4He (14.6 GeV) and 12C (22.4 GeV) collisions with a Au target. Circles
are drawn through points of equal invariant cross section corresponding to isotropic
emission of the fragments in the moving source frame.
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which may be considered as an indication that the momentum transfer is larger than
predicted.

The charge distributions of IMF's are shown in Fig. 13. The calculation results
for the RC+a+SMM scenario agree nicely with the data. The general trend of the
IMF charge (or mass) distributions is well described by a power law Y(Z) ~ Z~T .
The obtained values of the exponent are r = 1.9 ± 0.1, 2.0 ± 0.1 and 2.1 ± 0.1 for
helium beam of 4 GeV, 14.6 GeV and carbon projectiles, respectively (Fig. 13, right
panel).

In earlier papers on multifragmentation [5, 38] the power-law behavior of the
IMF yield was interpreted as an indication of the proximity of the decaying state
to the critical point for the liquid-gas phase transition in nuclear matter. This
was simulated by the application of the classical Fisher's droplet model [40], which
predicted a pure power-law droplet-size distribution with r=2-3 at the critical point.
According to Ref. [41] the fragmenting system is not very close to the critical point.
Now, the power law is well explained at temperatures far below the critical point.
As seen in Fig. 13, the pure thermodynamical Statistical Multifragmentation Model
predicts that the IMF charge distribution is very close to a power law at the freeze
out temperatures of 5 6 McV, while the critical temperature (i.e. where the surface
tension vanishes) is Tc = 18 MeV. In Ref. [42], it was shown also that several results
concerning the fragment size distribution can be rendered well by use of the kinetic
model of condensation beyond the vicinity of the liquid-gas critical point.

Thermal multifragmentation can be considered as a first order phase transition
of nuclear matter inside a spinodal region characterized by a liquid-gas phase in-
stability. Indeed, it is proved experimentally that fragmentation takes place after
expansion driven by thermal pressure[12, 13, 14], and the decomposition time is
short (less than 100 fm/c) [15, 18, 19]. In fact, the final state of this transition looks
like a nuclear fog [39] : liquid drops of IMF's surrounded by a gas of nucleons and
light clusters, d, t and ct-particles. This interpretation is in the line of the Statistical
Multifragmentation Model [43]. Later it was employed in other approaches (see, for
example [44].)

4.3 Energy spectra of fragments

In general, the kinetic energy of fragments is determined by four terms: thermal
motion, Coulomb repulsion, rotation, and collective expansion energies of the system
at freeze out, E — Eth + Ec + Erot + Efimo- The additivity of the first three terms is
quite obvious. Fbr the last term, its independence from the others may be considered
only approximately when the evolution of the system after freeze-out is driven only
by the Coulomb force. The Coulomb term is significantly larger than the thermal
one. It was shown in Ref. [18] that for 4He (14.6 GeV)+Au the Coulomb part of
the mean energy of the carbon fragment is three times larger than thermal energy.
These calculations were performed within the RC+SMM scenario, where the volume
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Fig.13. Fragment charge distributions obtained at 0 = 89° for p+Au at 8.1 GeV
(top), 4He+Au at 4 GeV, 4He+Au at 14.6 GeV and 12C+Au at 22.4 GeV. The lines
(left side) are calculated by RC+a+SMM (normalized at Z=3). The power law fits
are shown on the right panel with r-parameters given in the insert as a function of
the beam energy. The last point in the insert is for 12C+Au collisions at 44 GeV
(from a preliminary experiment).
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emission of fragments from a diluted system was taken into consideration.
The contribution of collective flow for p+Au collisions at 8.1 GeV incident energy

was estimated in Ref. [13]. This was done by comparing the measured IMF spectra
with the calculated ones in the framework of the SMM which includes no flow.
This analysis did not reveal any significant enhancement in the measured energy
spectra restricting the mean flow velocity by the value of Vji^, < 0.02 c. Fbr
the case of heavy-ion collisions, the collective flow has been observed and it is the
most pronounced in central Au+Au collisions [46]. In this respect it would be quite
interesting to analyse the fragment spectra from He-f Au and C-f Au collisions looking
for a possible manifestation of collective flows. The carbon spectra for proton-,
helium- and carbon-induced collisions on the Au target are presented in Fig. 14.
The calculated carbon spectrum for p+Au collisions (at 8.1 GeV) is consistent with
the measured one. A similar situation occurs with 4He+Au collisions at 4 GeV, but
not with 4He(14.6 GeV)+Au and 12C+Au interactions: the measured spectra are
harder than the calculated ones.

The mean kinetic energies per fragment nucleon are given in Fig. 15, only sta-
tistical errors are shown. There is a remarkable enhancement in the reduced kinetic
energy for light fragments from He+Au and C+Au collisions as compared to the
p(8.1 GeV)+Au case. The calculated values of the mean fragment energies (shown
by lines) are obtained with the RC+a+SMM model by multibody Coulomb trajec-
tory calculations on an event-by-event basis. In the initial state all charged particles
are assumed to have a thermal velocity only. The measured energies are close to the
calculated ones for p+Au collisions in the range of the fragment charges between 4
and 9. However, for the 4He+Au and 12C+Au interactions the experimental data
are definitely above the calculated values.

The observed deviation cannot be attributed to an angular momentum effect.
To estimate the rotational part of energy Erot, let us consider the uniform classical
rotation of the system with mass number A and total rotational energy EL. The
mean rotational energy of fragment with mass AIMF is equal to

_ , . 5 EL < R\ > ,
< Erot > /AIMF = , < -j > „ / (7)

where Rz and R,yS are the radial coordinate of a fragment and radius of the sys-
tem, respectively. According to the RC calculations for C+Au collisions, the mean
angular momentum of the target spectator is L — 36^. It might be reduced by a
factor of 1.5 due to the mass loss along the way to the freeze out point. Finally
< EL > is estimated to be only 5 MeV and < ETOt > /AIMF « 0.04 MeV/nucleon,
which is by an order of magnitude smaller than the energy enhancement for light
fragments. So, we believe that this enhancement is caused by the expansion of the
system, which is assumed to be radial, as the velocity plot (Fig. 10) does not show
any significant deviation from the circular symmetry.
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Fig.15. The mean kinetic energies per nucleon of outgoing fragments measured
at 9 = 89° for p(8.1 GeV), 4He (14.6 GeV) and 12C (22.4 GeV) collisions with An.
The lines are calculated using RC+a+SMM and assuming no flow.
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An estimate of the fragment flow energy may be obtained as a difference between
the measured IMF energies and those calculated without taking into account any
flow in the system. This difference for C+Au collisions is shown in Fig. 16. The
error bars include both statistical and systematic contributions. The latter one is
related to the calibration of the energy scale and is estimated to be ~5%. In an
attempt to describe the data we modified the SMM code in R C + Q + S M M by the
inclusion of a radial velocity boost for each particle at freeze out. In other words, a
radial expansion velocity was superimposed on the thermal motion in the calculation
of the multibody Coulomb trajectories. A self similar radial expansion is assumed,
where the local flow velocity is linearly dependent on the distance of the particle
from the centre of mass. The expansion velocity of particle Z located at radius Rz
is given by the following expression:

vfiow{Z) = v°flow • ̂ - (8)

where v°jlow is the radial velocity on the surface of the system. Note, that in this
case the density distribution is changing in a dynamic evolution by a self-similar
way being a function of the scaled radius Rz/Rsys- The use of the linear profile for
the radial velocity is motivated by the hydrodynamic model calculations for an ex-
panding hot nuclear system (see for example Ref. [45]). The value of v*}low has been
adjusted to describe the mean kinetic energy measured for the carbon fragment. The
results are also presented in Fig. 16 as a difference of calculated fragment energies
obtained for V/;OTU=0.1c and v°low=0. The data deviate significantly from the calcu-
lated values for Li and Be. This may be caused in part by the contribution of particle
emission during the early stage of expansion from the hotter and denser system. It
is supported by the fact that the extra energy of Li fragments with respect to the
calculated value is clearly seen in Fig. 15 even for proton-induced fragmentation,
where no significant flow is expected. This peculiarity of light fragments has been
noted already by the ISIS group for 3He+Au collisions at 4.8 GeV [22].

As to fragments heavier than carbon, the calculated curve in Fig. 16 is above the
data and only slightly decreases with increasing fragment charge. In general, such
a behaviour should be expected. The mean fragment flow energy is proportional to
< Rz >. This value is only slightly changing with fragment charge in the SMM code
due to the assumed equal probability for fragments of a given charge to be formed
at any point of the available break-up volume. This assumption is a consequence
of the model simplification that considers the system as uniform with p(r)=const
for r< R3ys- The discrepancy between the data and the calculations in Fig. 16
indicates that a uniform density distribution is not fulfilled. The dense interior of
the expanded nucleus is favored over for the appearance of larger IMF's, if fragments
are formed via the density fluctuations. This observation is in accordance also with
the analysis of the mean IMF energies performed in Ref. [13, 38] for proton induced
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nates of fragments according to the SMM code.
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fragmentation. It is seen also in Fig. 15, that For p+Au collisions the measured
energies are below the theoretical curve for fragments heavier than Ne. This may be
explained by the preferential location of the heavier fragments in the interior region
of the freeze out volume, where the Coulomb field is reduced. The deviation of data
from the calculations becomes less but still remains, if one assumes the quadratic
radial profile of the expansion velocity. The result of such calculation shown in
Fig. 16 is obtained with v°;oiu=0.2c, which has been choosen to be close to the data
at Z=Q. The interesting feature of a reduced flow energy for heavier fragments is
observed also for central heavy ion collisions (see review paper (49)). This effect is
increasingly important at energies <100 AMeV, and that is in accordance with our
suggestion on its relation to the density profile of the hot system at freeze out.

For the estimation of the mean flow velocities of fragments, the difference be-
tween the measured IMF energies and calculated ones (no flow) has been used. The
results are presented in Fig. 17. The values for Li and B are considered as upper
limits because of the possible contribution of the preequilibrium emission. The cor-
responding values of < Rz > /RSya, obtained under the assumption of a linear radial
profile for the expansion velocity, can be read on the right-hand scale of the figure.
Again the reduced radius value for the carbon fragment is chosen to coincide witli
the calculated one. The dashed line shows the mean radial coordinates of fragments
according to the SMM code. As it has been noted above, the calculated values of
< Rz > /Rsys are only slightly decreasing with Z in contrast with the data.

Effects of the radial collective energy for 1- A GeV Au+C collisions (in the in-
verse kinematics) were considered in [47] by analyzing the transverse kinetic energies
Kt of fragments with Z = 2 — 1. This was done for two charged-particle multiplicity
bins, corresponding to peripheral (Ml) and central (M3) collisions. The Berlin sta-
tistical model code [48] was used with inclusion of a radial velocity chosen properly
to account for the experimental values of < Kt >. In the case of peripheral collisions
the obtained expansion velocities arc close to those given in Fig. 17, but the corre-
sponding mean IMF multiplicities (in our definition) arc lower than 1.5. For central
collisions (< MJMF >— 4) the expansion velocities are ~ 1.5 times higher. It would
be desirable to compare our data with those for the intermediate case (bin M2),
which are unfortunately not available. Making an interpolation, one may see that
our analysis gives slightly lower values of v;im0{Z) as compared to Ref. [47]. This
may be caused by the fact that the MMMC-model [48] underestimates the Coulomb
part of the fragment kinetic energy (see [31J) as the freeze-out density used is too
small (p/ = l/6po).

The total expansion energy can be estimated by integrating the nucleon flow
energy (taken according to Eq. (8)) over the available volume at freeze out. For a
uniform system one gets :
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where ra/v, rw are the nucleon mass and radius. For 12C+Au collisions it gives
Effow - (10° ~ 13°) MeV> corresponding to a flow velocity at the surface of 0.1c.
Similar results are obtained for 4He(14.6 GeV)+Au collisions.

5 Conclusions

The emission of intermediate mass fragments has been studied for the reactions
p(2.1, 3.6 and 8.1 GeV) + Au, 4He(4 and 14.6 GeV) + Au and l:2C(22.4 GeV) +
Au. The measured IMF multiplicities (with at least one IMF) saturate at a value
around 2 for incident energies above 6 GeV independent of projectile size. The
angular distributions of the IMF's are slightly forward peaked; the yield distribu-
tions of parallel versus perpendicular velocities exhibit circular symmetry. These
results show that the IMF's are emitted from a source that moves with a rather
low velocity (0.01 - 0.02) c. These findings support the interpretation of "thermal
multifragmentation", a break-up of an expanded system.

Model calculations for the IMF multiplicities using a two-stage concept with
a cascade followed by a statistical multifragmentation model, fail to describe the
measured values. This might originate partly from too high an excitation energy
predicted by the cascade model used. Taking into account pre-equilibrium parti-
cle emission before attainment of thermal equilibrium in the system decreases the
number of IMF's but nevertheless still can not predict the observed multiplicity
saturation. The employment of the Expanding Emitting Source model also fails to
reproduce the measured multiplicities over the whole available energy range. Only
if one applies an empirical modification of the calculated excitation energies En and
residual masses An after the cascade used as input for the SMM calculations, can
the IMF multiplicity saturation effect be reproduced. This study shows that the
widely used approach of dividing the nuclear multifragmentation process into two
distinct stages is much oversimplified.

The energy spectra of the IMF's turn out to be very sensitive observables. In p
+ Au collisions, the energy spectra are well described by the empirically modified
cascade-SMM calculations. However, for 4He and 12C induced reactions the number
of higher energy IMF's is larger than given by the calculations. This effect is not
caused by any variation of the residual masses. We attributed this observation
to the occurrence of collective (expansion) flow in the system possibly caused by
a higher thermal pressure. Assuming a linear radial profile of flow velocity, its
value at the surface is estimated to be around 0.1c both for 4He and 12C induced
reactions. However, a detailed inspection of the variation of the kinetic energies of
the fragments reveals that the flow velocities are not constant. This is in contrast to
expectations which assume equal probability for forming fragments in systems with
uniform density. The discrepancy between the extracted flow velocities and the
simple assumption indicates that heavier fragments are formed more in the interior
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of the system possibly due to a density gradient.
This study of multifragmentation using a range of projectiles, from protons to

light nuclei, seems to be quite attractive giving new information on the various
aspects of multifragmentation from a "thermal decay" to a disintegration governed
by the dynamics of the collision.
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Авдеев СП. и др. Е1-2000-152
Мультифрагментация ядер золота легкими релятивистскими ионами —
от теплового распада к динамической дезинтеграции

Множественная эмиссия фрагментов промежуточной массы (ФПМ) исследовалась
с помощью 4л-установки ФАЗА для соударений р, 4 Не, С+Au. Найдено, что средняя
множественность ФПМ достигает насыщения при значении около 2 для энергии пучка
выше 6 ГэВ. Этот результат не удается описать в двухступенчатом сценарии, когда бы-
страя стадия реакции описывается в модели внутриядерного каскада, а затем применя-
ется статистическая модель мультифрагментации. Согласие с экспериментом получено
путем введения промежуточной ступени расширения системы с эмпирической модифи-
кацией энергии возбуждения и массы фрагментирующих ядер.

Угловые распределения и энергетические спектры фрагментов в случае использо-
вания пучка протонов согласуются со сценарием «тепловой» мультифрагментации горя-
чего спектатора мишени. Это не так для соударений 1 2 С + Аи (22,4 ГэВ) и 4 Н е
(14,6 ГэВ) + Аи, для которых наблюдаются в среднем более энергетичные фрагменты,
чем дает модельный расчет и измерения на протонном пучке. Это различие приписыва-
ется коллективному потоку, отвечающему скорости расширения на поверхности систе-
мы (для соударений C + Au) около 0,1 с.

Работа выполнена s Паборатсрии язерных проблем им. В.П.Джелепова ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного инетатута ядерных исследований. Дубна, 2000

Avdeyev S.P. et al. El-2000-152
Multifragmentation of Gold Nuclei by Light Relativistic Ions —
Thermal Break-up Versus Dynamic Disintegration

Multiple emission of intermediate-mass fragments has been studied for the collisions
of p, 4 H e and 1 2 C on Au with the 4л setup FAS A. The mean IMF multiplicities saturate
at a value of around 2 for incident energies above 6 GeV. An attempt to describe the ob-
served IMF multiplicities in the two-stage scenario, a fast cascade followed by a statistical
multifragmentation, fails. Agreement with the measured IMF multiplicities is obtained by in-
troducing an intermediate expansion phase and modifying empirically the excitation energies
and masses of the remnants.

The angular distributions and energy spectra from the p-induced collisions are in agree-
ment with the scenario of «thermal» multifragmentation of a hot and expanded target-specta-
tor. In the case of 1 2 C + Au (22.4 GeV) and He (14.6 GeV) + Au collisions, deviations from
a pure thermal break-up are seen in the emitted-fragrnent energy spectra, which are harder
than those both from model calculations and from the measured ones for p-induced colli-
sions. This difference is attributed to a collective flow with the expansion velocity at the sur-
face of about 0.1 s (for 1 2 C + Au collisions).

The investigation has been performed at the Dzhelepov Laboratory of Nuclear Prob-
lems, JINR.

Preprint of (he Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 2000
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